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Study Overview

• 20 “microgrid” households 
connected to EarthSpark’s
solar microgrid 

• 8 “off-grid” households 
connected to solar home 
systems via SUNPOT™ electric 
cooking systems 

• Electric pressure cookers and 
induction stoves



Concerns for Electric Cooking

• Cost – Making the devices (and 
then the electricity) comparable to 
charcoal

• Ability to cook traditional Haitian 
food – Skepticism (particularly of 
the EPCs) that the devices will be 
able to cook the foods they want to

• Pot / Device type and size – Size of 
devices and types of pots

• Difficulty of electric cooking –
Perception that electric cooking will 
be difficult and not able to replace 
charcoal



Key Switching Points

• Cost – Cost savings/comparison 
will be the most important 
decision factor for customers

• Time-savings – The time savings 
benefit was the most often 
highlighted by participants

• Convenience – No smoke or 
excess heat, easy to use, and the 
ability to “go and do other 
things” while cooking



Key Promotion Channels

• Social capital with communities 
from sustained on the ground 
engagement

• Outreach through established 
Energy Committees

• Flyers, brochures, recipe guides, etc. 
developed as a result of the initial 
pilot

• Pre-development surveys

• “Kwison Elektrik” 

• Word of mouth



KWISON ELEKTRIK
• Social media group for sharing 

stories, recipes, news, and 
profiles for Haitian electric 
cooking including EarthSpark’s
documentary footage

• EarthSpark customers as well 
as other organizations and the 
Haitian diaspora community

• Kwison Elektrik Community
• Instagram: @kwison_elektrik
• Twitter: @KwisonElektrik
• Facebook: Kwison Elektrik





Video Promotions and Outreach

• First in a series of videos 
highlighting participant 
experience and the 
opportunity of electric 
cooking

• Shared in English and Creole 
on the Kwison Elektrik pages

• Will be a key part of 
stakeholder outreach going 
forward



Integrating into Microgrid Scale-up

• 23+ microgrids in the next 
five years with the Green 
Climate Fund

• Planned electric cooking:
• >1,500 households 
• Over 1 GWh in annual 

electricity consumption



Contact

Andy Bilich
+1 925 963 2123
WhatsApp: +221 77 521 41 07
andy@earthsparkinternational.org



Additional Information

• Final MECS Programme Report

• EarthSpark’s “Kwison Elektrik” white paper

• “Kwison Elektrik” documentary to be released on Haitian Flag Day (May 18th)

• Kwison Elektrik Community
• Instagram: @kwison_elektrik
• Twitter: @KwisonElektrik
• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/746044959411143/?ref=share


